NANCY'S MONTHLY FORECAST
2015 is ruled by the vibration of the Universal Number Eight. Eight governs money, power, the sexual
principle, leadership, strength, justice, manifesting and mastery of all life skills. It also relates to large
corporations, institutions, heads of state and the branches and functions of government.

N-SIGHTS FOR FEBRUARY 2015
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INITIATION
The Number Codes for February
February 2015 is a One Universal Month which offers favorable energy for new starts and supports independence
and leadership.
Our Eight Universal Year focuses on balance, strength, control, justice, money, leadership, harvest and
manifesting.
February (the calendar month) is the Second Month of 2015. Two allies itself with cooperation and partnerships -one of the reasons it’s a perfect month for Valentine’s Day.
February’s (the word’s) Soul Number is Nine, the number of Universal love and brotherhood – another reason
Valentine’s Day is well positioned as a permanent month to celebrate love.
February’s (the word’s) Letter Sum is Six the number of romantic love and beauty among other things, once more
demonstrating that February is the perfect month for Valentine’s Day.
How February adds up:
When we transit the Number One there is opportunity for a new beginning.
One is the start-up, the rocket blasting off from the launching pad, the newly planted seed sprouting a tendril that
just barely pokes through the soil. Therefore, this month can be an opportune time for initiation depending on
your own current patterns numerology chart. If you’re not initiating something, it might simply be a good time to
claim your own identity, take a stand about an issue or utilize your leadership skills.
Bear in mind that Mercury continues to be retrograde to February 11 with the shadow remaining throughout the
month. Be cautious in your speech. as Mercury retrograde magnifies the odds of being misunderstood. You can
even be perceived as being aggressive (the One influence!) when you were merely offering your opinion.
Globally, we may experience some public figures and governments asserting themselves vocally and otherwise as
both the One of this month and the Eight of our year encourage the unenlightened to indulge in egocentric
behavior and unfortunately even in outright attack mode. (One can also be a number of anger and attack.) By
keeping our thoughts and actions positive and centered on peace this month (and always!) we can help shift the
world to a peaceful planet even if we lack any immediate feedback or confirmation that our thoughts made any
difference. Collectively, we can change the world!
Celebratory Dates and Astrological Events This Month
Tuesday, February 3, 2015

Full Moon in Leo

February 11, 2015

End Mercury Retrograde

Saturday, February 14, 2015       Valentine’s Day
Monday, February 16, 2015        President’s Day (USA)
Wednesday, February 18, 2015 Super New Moon in Aquarius
Ash Wednesday
Thursday, February 19, 2015      Chinese New Year - Year of the Wood Goat

The Bottom Line This Month:
This is an excellent month for taking the initiative, especially where money and career are concerned. Valentine’s
Day is a Universal Six, making it the most ideal day possible for love and romance. It even falls on a Saturday
this year which makes scheduling a special evening with your loved one so very convenient. If you are seeking a
romantic partner, Valentine’s Day is excellent for prayer and meditation to call in a special heart-mate. Ask
Archangel Raphael and Archangel Chamuel for assistance as they both excel in connecting soulmates. Whatever
activities involve you, be sure to think beautiful thoughts and act with gratitude and kindness. You up the odds of
attracting beauty and abundance into your life, two things we can’t have in oversupply!
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